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The single, young K8 V star LO Peg (Bowyer et al., 1996) is a member of the LoalAssoiation (Je�ries and Jewel, 1993; Montes et al., 2001) and it has a high projetedequatorial veloity of 69 kms�1 (Je�ries et al., 1994). LO Peg is an ative star showingstrong H� and Ca II H, K emission lines (Je�ries et al., 1994). It has generally beenhosen as a target star for Doppler imaging studies due to its short period. There are afew photometri studies on this ative star up to now. So, we observed it as a part of ourobserving program on the young, solar type stars.The photometri observations were arried out using SSP-5 photometer equipped to the30 m Shmidt-Cassegrain type telesope of Ege University Observatory between July 24and Otober 31, 2002. BD+22Æ4417 (G0, V=9:m03) and BD+22Æ4377 (K0, V=8:m27) arehosen as the omparison and the hek stars, respetively. The nightly mean di�erentialV magnitudes and standard deviation are 0:m806 and 0:m014, ensuring the onstany ofboth omparison and hek stars at this level. We obtained a total of 655 di�erentialmagnitudes (in the sense variable minus omparison) in Johnson B and V �lters during18 nights and, orreted for atmospheri extintion. The extintion oeÆients werealulated for eah band using the observed magnitudes of the omparison star. Thetimes were also redued to the Sun's enter. The standard deviation of eah observedpoint is approximately 0:m018 in V band and 0:m028 in B.Je�ries et al. (1994) proposed six probable rotational periods and they stated thatthe periods of 0:d38417 (9:h22) and 0:d42375 (10:h17) are the more likely periods. Robb andCardinal (1995) eliminated ompletely the possibility of the 0:d38417 period. We used thefollowing ephemeris to ompute the phases of observations:HJD = 24 48869.93 + 0:d42375 � EIt appears that the shape and the amplitude of the light urve are hanging duringthe observing season. Therefore, we divided our data into �ve di�erent groups. The lighturves and B�V olour urves obtained in this study are shown in Figure 1. The phasesof minima are determined by representing the light urves with free hand urve, and theproperties of the light urves are given in Table 1.The light urves show wave-like distortion that is a good indiator of the spot ativity.The olour urves of the �rst three groups do not indiate a signi�ant variation, while
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Table 1. The properties of the light urves.Data JD range Amplitude �min (I) �min (II)Groups (24 52000 +) (mag)I 480 � 488 0.080 0.8 0.1II 495 � 507 0.067 0.0III 511 � 512 0.070 0.0 0.7VI 536 � 542 0.069 0.7V 549 � 579 0.046 0.4

those of the last two groups show remarkable hanges. As an be seen from Figure 1 thelight urves have three properties learly seen: (1) Generally, they show strong asymmetrywhih implies the e�et of the seond starspot (�min II), its traes are quite obviousin Groups I and III. (2) The amplitude of the light urves slightly dereases from thebeginning of the observing season to the end of it. These amplitudes are muh lowerthan those given in the literature (the amplitudes of 0:m15 and 0:m20 were given by Je�rieset al. (1994) and Robb and Cardinal (1995), respetively). (3) It an be learly seenthat there is a shift at the phase of the wave-like distortion. When we ompare thelight urves presented in Groups I and V, this phase shift is quite evident. Robb andCardinal (1995) mentioned about the amplitude variation on a daily timesale, but thereis no omment about shifting at the wave minimum in the literature. The yle-to-ylevariation of both the amplitude and the phase of the wave minimum were also reportedfor some rapidly rotating, young stars like FR Cn (Pandey, 2002), AB Dor (Bos, 1994;Donati and Collier-Cameron, 1997) and Speedy Mi (Barnes et al., 2001). We need morephotometri observations to determine the ativity nature of LO Peg.The authors would like to thank Dr. K. Olah for her valuable suggestions.
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Figure 1. The light urves of LO Peg in V band. The data show the average observing points with0.04 phase intervals.


